


Leave the known road behind 
and venture into the wild with this 
spectacular two-wheeler.
A true scrambler, 100% electric, 
that accompanies you on your 
wildest journeys.

New horizons,
no boundaries

PROTECTED HEART
Optional double battery, removable, 
transportable, convenient to charge wherever 
you want.
All sensitive components are protected by a 
highly durable and waterproof aluminum cover: 
TC Wanderer is not afraid of mud and water.

60V32Ah
Battery capacity

3years
Warranty

1500+
Cycle

3.5h
Charging time
single battery45Km/h

Max speed
2.5KW

Engine power
110Km
Range with

double battery
L1e-B

75Km/h
Max speed

2.5KW
Engine power

110Km
Range with

double battery
L3e-A1

CLASSIC ROUND 
HEADLIGHT
Adapts to all road 
conditions, day and 
night. Provides high 
illumination, wide 
angle and maximum 
safety.

26000Cd
High beam brightness

5000Cd
Low beam brightness

HIGH POWER ENGINE
The high-performance 2500 W engine provides 
an impressive 180 Nm of torque and allows 
TC Wanderer to reach easily and quickly reach 
the maximum speed of 75 km/h.

170Nm
Peak torque

14o
Climbing angle

3500W
Power peak

SNAPPY START
Snappy start and linear torque throughout 
the entire output range: 
FOC 3.0 ECU gives 16%+ power input.

LED direction indicators
Circular cigar shape.
Ultrasonic continuous 
welding technology 
meets EU standards. 
Waterproof and moisture-
proof, ensures high light 
penetration.
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*WMTC Stage 3

Homologation L1e-B, L3e-A1 (comparable to a 50cc, 125cc.)

Motor SUPER SOCO Weight 103 kg

Rated power 2500 W L*W*H 1984 mm*788 mm*1097 mm

Maximum power 3500 W Wheelbase 1322 mm

Battery model Polymer lithium battery Ground Clearance 173 mm

Battery capacity 60 V/32  Ah (Optional with double batteries) Seat Height (R point) 927 mm

Charging time 3.5 h (single battery) Rims Fr. 2.5-17 / Rr. 3.5-17

Charging power 600 W Tyres Fr. 100/80-17 | Rr. 120/80-17

Autonomy 110 km* (double batteries) Suspension Hydraulic damping system

Max speed L1e-B 45 km/h | L3e-A1 75 km/h Brakes CBS

Climbing angle 14° Colors Vintage Green, Khaki Yellow, Stormy Grey, 
Ceramic Blue

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Warning: The photos and technical information in this catalogue may refer to prototypes subject to modifications during production and are purely for illustration and reference purposes, and are therefore not binding on Vmoto International. Vmoto cannot be 
held responsible for any print and/or translation errors. This catalogue is transnational and therefore some products may not be available and/or their features may vary in accordance with local laws. Not all colours and versions are available in each country. 
Vmoto reserves the right to make changes and improvements to any product without obligation of prior notice or to make such changes to products already sold. Further characteristics of the products are contained in the pertinent owner’s manuals. The products 
represented are not definitive versions and are therefore subject to significant changes at Vmoto’s discretion without prior notice. The photographs published in this catalogue show only professional riders under controlled street conditions. Do not attempt to imitate 
such riding behaviour as it could be dangerous for you or other people on the road. This catalogue, including but not limited to the trademarks, logos, texts, images, graphics and table of contents herein, constitute Vmoto intellectual property, or in any event Vmoto 
has the right to reproduce it; any reproduction, modification or other whole or partial use of the catalogue or its contents, including publication on the Internet without the prior written consent of Vmoto, is prohibited. Actual battery consumption may vary based on 
many factors, including but not limited to riding style, maintenance performed, weather conditions, surface characteristics, tyre pressure, load, weight of the rider and the passenger, accessories. The weights in running order are considered with all operating fluids, 
standard equipment and battery. For more information visit www.Vmotosoco.com.
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